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Exponential Growth for the Wave Equation









We prove the existence of smooth positive potentials V.t; x/; periodic in time
and with compact support in x, for which the Cauchy problem for the wave
equation ut t  xu C V.t; x/u D 0 has solutions with exponentially growing
global and local energy. Moreover, we show that there are resonances, ´ 2 C,
j´j > 1, associated to V.t; x/. c 2008 Wiley Periodicals, Inc.
1 Introduction
Consider the Cauchy problem for the wave equation with potential
(1.1)
(
@2t u xuC V.t; x/u D 0; .t; x/ 2 R1C3;
u
ˇ̌
tDs D f1.x/; ut
ˇ̌
tDs D f2.x/:
The potential, V 2 C1.R1C3 I R/, is time periodic and compactly supported, that
is,
9 ; T > 0; 8.t; x/ 2 R1C3;
V .t C T; x/ D V.t; x/; suppV  fjxj  g:(1.2)







For initial data f D .f1; f2/ in the Hilbert space H WD D  L2.R3/ there is
a unique solution u 2 C.RID/ \ C 1.RIL2.R3// of (1.1). Define the propagator
U.t; s/f WD .u; ut /.t; x/ and denote by U0.t; s/ the propagator in the case V D 0.
We denote by .  ;  /H the scalar product in H . When V D 0 the coefficients are
independent of time, so the propagator U0.t; s/ depends only on t  s.
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.jut j2 C jrxuj2/
one has the differential energy law
@te  divx.Re.utrxu// D 2Re.ut .ut t u//:
Integrating over R3x when V D 0 shows that U0 is unitary.
Since V is compactly supported there is a constant ˛ depending only on V so
that






ˇ  kutkL2.R3/ kV ukL2.R3/  ˛kutkL2.R3/ krxukL2.R3/
shows that for solutions of (1.1),
@t
Z




(1.4) kU.t; s/f kH  e˛jtsjkf kH :
The perturbation U.t; s/f U0.t; s/f is equal to .w.t/; wt .t//, where w is the
unique solution of the Cauchy problem
wt t w D V u; wjtDs D wt jtDs D 0:
Estimate (1.3) shows that V u 2 C.RIH 1.R3// and V u is supported in jxj  . It
follows that
w 2 C.RIH 2.R3// \ C 1.RIH 1.R3//; suppw.t/  fjxj  C jt  sjg;
9C; 8jt  sj  T; k.w.t/; wt .t//kH 2.R3/H 1.R3/  Ck.u.s/; ut .s//kH :
In particular, U.t; s/ is a compact perturbation of the unitary operator U0.t; s/.
Therefore, the spectrum of the Floquet or monodromy operator U.T; 0/ consists
of the essential spectrum equal to the unit circle and at most a countable set of
eigenvalues of finite algebraic multiplicity. In the present context, it is known that
there are at most a finite number of eigenvalues with modulus greater than 1 [12].
These results correspond to the intuitive idea that typical waves radiate to infin-
ity, escaping the region where the potential can act. For large time such solutions
behave like solutions of the free wave equation. The pure point spectrum off the
unit circle yields exceptional solutions that do not radiate to infinity.
If there is a point ´ 2 specU.T; 0/ with j´j > 1, then choosing f as an eigen-
function one has
U.nT; 0/f D ´nf; n 2 Z:
Taking n ! 1 shows that (1.4) cannot hold with ˛ D 0, and there are solutions
that grow exponentially in time.
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It is easy to construct examples of growing solutions when the potential V is
permitted to take negative values [7, 10]. For example, if C10 .R3/ 3 V D V.x/ 
0 and is not identically equal to 0, then for g > 0 sufficiently large, the Schrödinger
operator C gV has a strictly negative eigenvalue
.C gV / D 2 ;  2 S.R3/;  > 0:
Then u.t; x/ WD et .x/ is an exponentially growing solution. The propagator
U.T; 0/ for the potential gV.x/ satisfies
U.T; 0/. ;  / D eT . ;  /; . ;  / 2 H:
Consider the perturbed potential gV.x/ C W.t; x/ with W smooth, T pe-
riodic, and compactly supported. The new evolution operator U .T; 0/ satisfies
kU .T; 0/U.T; 0/k  C. So for  small it has a pure point spectrum near eT .
When V  0 the situation is radically different. For the time-independent case,
V D V.x/, the energy Z 





is conserved and there is no growth.
When Cooper and Strauss extended the Lax-Phillips theory to time-periodic
scatterers [8, 9] more than 30 years ago, they conjectured that there exist periodic
potentials V  0 with compact support so that specU.T; 0/ \ fj´j > 1g ¤ ¿.
Numerical computations [15, 17, 18] supported this conjecture. The conjecture
was further supported in Cooper [6], where certain perturbations were proved to
lead to slow decay. Cooper conjectured that larger perturbations could lead to
growth. Our main result proves the conjecture of Cooper and Strauss.
THEOREM 1.1 There exists a nonnegative, smooth, T -periodic, compactly sup-
ported potential V.t; x/ for which the Floquet operator U.T; 0/ has an eigenvalue
of modulus greater than 1.
There are other constructions of growing solutions preceding ours, each fail-
ing for the case of smooth, compact, positive periodic potentials. If one eschews
compact support, then one can choose V D V.t/ independently of x. A Fourier
transform in x transforms the problem to
Out t .t; /C jj2 Ou.t; /C V.t/ Ou.t; / D 0:
One can then choose V  0 smooth and periodic so that there are  such that
the Hill’s operator d2=dt2 C .V .t/ C jj2/ has exponentially growing solutions.
Such growth when the frozen operators have strictly positive conserved energies is
called parametric resonance. Choosing data whose Fourier transform is supported
in intervals of  where such resonance occurs yields growing solutions.
For the wave equation with potential, the bicharacteristics are exactly the same
as those of the free wave equation. In particular, they lie over rays in .t; x/ that
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travel along straight lines at speed 1. These rays escape the region where the po-
tential acts and the problem is nontrapping. There are examples of exponentially
growing solutions with compactly supported periodic perturbations that trap rays.
The Dirichlet problem for periodically moving obstacles having trapped rays is
examined in [5, 14]. In particular, in [14] it was proved that if we have at least one
bicharacteristic with suitable amplifying properties, then there exist solutions with
exponentially growing local energy. The existence of a trapped bicharacteristic is
exploited in [4] for the Cauchy problem for the equation
@2t u  divx.a.t; x/ gradu/ D 0;
where a.t; x/ is periodic in time, 0 < c  a.t; x/  C , and a.t; x/ D 1 for jxj 
: The growth associated to these trapped rays is connected with the presence of a
continuous spectrum of the monodromy operator U.T; 0/ outside the unit disc. In
that regard, recall the conjecture (see [13]) that for trapping periodic perturbations,
the cutoff resolvent .x/.U.T; 0/  ´I /1.x/ with  2 C10 .R3/ equal to 1 forjxj  C T does not have a meromorphic continuation from f´ 2 C W j´j  A 
1g to fj´j > 1g.
Our strategy is to confine and pump. The pump is based on the equation with
potential q.t/ in the ball fjxj  Lg and Dirichlet boundary conditions on the
boundary, fjxj D Lg. Expanding in eigenfunctions of the Dirichlet Laplacian
yields Hill’s equations
a00n.t/C q.t/an.t/C nan.t/ D 0
for the Fourier coefficients an.t/. One chooses q.t/ so that one of these Hill’s
equations has exponentially growing solutions. Choose a sequence of cutoff func-
tions ı.x/ 2 C10 .jxj < L/, 0    1, with  D 1 except in a layer of width ı
of the boundary. Replacing the potential q.t/ by q.t/ı.x/ changes the evolution
operator little in norm, so the operator Kı.T / taking Cauchy data at t D 0 to data
at t D T has an eigenvalue ´1 of modulus greater than 1. That is the pump.
In the next step, replace the Dirichlet condition by a potential b.x/ where
b.x/ 2 C10 .R3/ is a barrier supported in fL  jxj  L C 1g and is equal to 1
for fLC   jxj  LC 1  g. Let V .t; x/ WD b.x/C q.t/ı.x/ with  > 0:
When  is sufficiently small, initial waves supported in jxj  L are nearly confined
to that ball. There is leakage through the barrier. We prove that the growth from
the pump beats the loss by showing that there is an eigenvalue of modulus greater
than 1.
Our construction is inspired by the analysis of Beale [2] for the Helmholtz
resonator. For ´1 and ', the eigenvalue and eigenfunction of K
ı.T /, the main
difficulty is to prove that the resolvents .Kı.T /´I /1' and .U .T; 0/´I /1'
for ´ belonging to a small circle  centered at ´1 are close. Since K
ı.T / has an
eigenvalue ´1, j´1j > 1, the Cauchy contour integral of its resolvent over  is
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nonzero. It follows that the integral of the resolvent of U .0; T / over  is nonzero,
proving the existence of an eigenvalue ´, j´j > 1, of U .0; T /: For the problem
of Beale with time-independent coefficients, it sufficed to compare the resolvents
of the generators. For that, the analysis leaned heavily on elliptic regularity. The
heart of our proof is the convergence of
.'; .U .T; 0//  ´I /1'/H ! .'; .Kı.T /  ´I /1'/H ;
whose proof is more delicate.
For problem (1.1) there is a notion of resonance, and a corollary of Theorem 1.1
proves the existence of resonances. The existence of such resonances for positive,
compact, periodic potentials is conjectured in the same articles cited above. Recall
three equivalent definitions of resonances (see [3, 12] for details concerning res-
onances). The first definition concerns smooth solutions u 2 C1.RID0.R3// of
(1.1) that, though not necessarily small for jxj ! 1, are outgoing.
Outgoing solutions are defined as follows: Forˆ 2 C10 .R3/C10 .R3/ denote
U0.t; 0/ˆ D .wˆ.t/; @twˆ.t//. A solution u is outgoing when for all ˆ,
lim
t!1.hu.t/; wˆ.t/i C hut .t/; @twˆ.t/i/ D 0;
where h  ;  i means the action in the sense of distributions. A point ´ D eiT is a
resonance if there exists an outgoing solution u.t; x/ of (1.1) with data 0 ¤ f D
.f1; f2/ 2 H such that eitu.t; x/ is periodic in t with period T . In this case
 2 C is called a scattering frequency.
The second definition concerns cutoff resolvents. Suppose that  2 C10 .R3/ is
identically equal to 1 on a neighborhood of fx W dist.x; suppV /  T g. Then the
cutoff resolvent .U.T; 0/ ´/1 has a meromorphic extension from j´j  1 to
´ ¤ 0 and the poles are the resonances.
Finally, the resonances ´ ¤ 0 are the eigenvalues of the reduced Floquet oper-
ator
Zb.T; 0/ WD P bCU.T; 0/P b;
where P b˙ are the orthogonal projections on the orthogonal complements of Lax-
Phillips [10] spaces,
Db˙ WD ff 2 H W U0.t/f D 0 when jxj  b ˙ t; ˙t  0g; b > :
The spectrum of Zb.T; 0/ is independent of b > , and in C n f0g it consists of a
discrete set of eigenvalues with finite multiplicity that can only accumulate at 0.
For T -periodic, compactly supported, smooth V , it is known that the following
are equivalent [12, theorem 5.5.3]:
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(1) One has local energy decay in the sense that for any  2 C10 .R3/ the
operator U.t; 0/ tends strongly to 0 as t ! 1.
(2) One has exponential decay of local energy in the sense that for any  2
C10 .R3/ there is a constant C D C./ > 0 so that for t  0,
kU.t; 0/kL.H/  CeC t :
(3) The operator Zb.T; 0/ has no eigenvalues ´ with j´j  1.
For related results concerning the local energy decay, see [1, 16].
The dichotomy given by the presence or absence of eigenvalues of Z.T; 0/
of modulus greater than or equal to 1 determines whether the local energy de-
cays. There are some sufficient conditions guaranteeing the absence of such a
point spectrum that do not pretend to be sharp [12]. Theorem 5.4.1 in [12] proves
that for jj > 1, the operator P aC, a > , is an isomorphism from the generalized
eigenspace G of U.T; 0/ corresponding to  to the generalized eigenspace F of
Z.T; 0/ corresponding to . Thus Z.T; 0/ has no eigenvalue , jj > 1, if and
only if U.T; 0/ has no such eigenvalue and we obtain the following:
COROLLARY 1.2 There exists a nonnegative, smooth, T -periodic, compactly sup-
ported potential V.t; x/ for which problem (1.1) has a resonance with modulus
greater than 1.
Remark 1.3.
(i) Our analysis of the confine and pump mechanism works for general do-
mains and dimensions. For ease of reading, we present the case of a ball in R3.
(ii) In Section 5 we give a proof, independent of [12], that there are resonances
near the eigenvalues of the pump.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 is devoted to studying the pump.
Section 3 proves the weak convergence on space-time of the solutions of the equa-
tion with potentials V  to those of the uncoupled Dirichlet problems for suitably
restricted, weakly convergent Cauchy data. In Section 4 we prove weak conver-
gence of the resolvent .U .T; 0/  ´I /1' to the corresponding resolvent of the
decoupled Dirichlet problems when ' vanishes for L  jxj  L C 1 and ´ does
not meet the spectra of U .T; 0/. The key step is a bound on the resolvents inde-
pendent of . The main results are derived from this in Section 5.
2 The Pump
Define BL WD fx 2 R3 W jxj  Lg. The starting point of the construction is the
mixed initial boundary value problem in Rt  BL,
(2.1)
(
ut t xuC q.t/u D 0; .t; x/ 2 R  BL;
u.t; x/jjxjDL D 0:
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Choose a T -periodic smooth potential q.t/  0 such that the equation
(2.2) a00.t/C q.t/a.t/C a.t/ D 0
has an interval of instability I D 	˛; ˇŒ  RC (see, for instance, [11]). Choose
L > 0 and k 2 N so that  D k2
2=L2 2 I . Then there is a 1 with j1j > 1
and a solution a.t/ of (2.2) so that
.a.T /; a0.T // D 1.a.0/; a0.0//:




jxj=L/ if x ¤ 0;
k
a.t/=L if x D 0;
is a solution of (2.1) that is exponentially growing as t ! C1.
Denote byK.T / the operator taking Cauchy data .u0; u1/ 2 H 10 .BL/L2.BL/
at time t D 0 to Cauchy data .u.T /; ut .T // at time T . Denote by K0.T / the
analogous operator for the problem with q D 0. Then K0.T / is unitary in the
norm




.jrxu.t; x/j2 C jut .t; x/j2/dx:
The operatorK.T / is a compact perturbation ofK0.T / and, by construction,K.T /
has an isolated eigenvalue 1 with j1j > 1.
For each 0 < ı < L
10
, choose ı.x/ 2 C10 .BL/ with
0  ı.x/  1; ı jBLı D 1:
Denote byKı.T / 2 Hom.H 10 .BL/L2.BL// the evolution operator associated to
the differential operator @2t x C q.t/ı.x/ with Dirichlet boundary conditions
on jxj D L. The energy method shows that as ı ! 0, we have
(2.3) kKı.T / K.T /kHom.H 10 .BL/L2.BL// ! 0:
Choose r < j1j  1 so that 1 is the only eigenvalue of K.T / belonging to
the disc Dr of radius r and center 1. The norm convergence (2.3) implies that
one can choose 0 < ı 	 1 so that Kı.T / has at least one eigenvalue ´1 inside
the disc Dr and no eigenvalue on the boundary @Dr . The eigenvalue ´1 may have
multiplicity greater than 1.
In the following we will assume that 0 < ı 	 1 is fixed so that Kı.T / has an
eigenvalue ´1 2 Dr . Consider the wave equation
(2.4) ut t xuC V .t; x/u D 0; V .t; x/ WD b.x/C q.t/ı.x/;
with barrier potential
0  b.x/ 2 C10 .fL < jxj < LC1g/; b.x/ D
1

on fLC < jxj < LC1g:
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For Cauchy data
.u.0; x/; ut .0; x// D w D .w1.x/; w2.x//;
which are supported in BL, and for  > 0 sufficiently small, the solution at time T
is mostly confined to fjxj  Lg and is well approximated by the solution given
as the extension by 0 of Kı.T /w. We prove that for 0 <  	 1 and t D T the
evolution operator U .T; 0/ for (2.4) has an eigenvalue inside Dr .
3 Weak Convergence
The first step is to study the weak limits as  ! 0 of the differential equations
on R1C3 with potentials V  . Introduce the energy




.jrt;xu.t; x/j2 C b.x/ju.t; x/j2/dx:
When there is little risk of confusion, the dependence on u will be suppressed. For
t > 0, the energy identity implies





qıu Nut dt dx:










Denote byD0 the elements ofD that vanish forL  jxj  LC1. OnD0L2.R3/
the norms kkH and kk are equal. A function u 2 C.RID0/ vanishes on jxj D L
and jxj D LC 1. It is in this way that Dirichlet conditions at these boundaries are
expressed in the following proposition:
PROPOSITION 3.1 Consider a sequence n ! 0 and weakly convergent Cauchy
data in H
wn D .wn1 ; wn2 / * w 2 H:
Suppose in addition that
(3.1) 9C > 0; 8n; kwnkn  C:
Denote by un the solution of equation (2.4) with initial data wn. Then for any
T > 0 there exists u so that
un * u weak-star in L1.Œ0; T 	ID/
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and
@tu
n * @tu weak-star in L1.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//:
Moreover, u.t/ 2 C.RID0/ \ C 1.RIL2.R3// and u.t/ for jxj  L is the unique
solution of the Dirichlet problem in R  BL
(3.2) ut t xuC q.t/ı.x/u D 0; .u.0/; ut .0// D wjBL ; ujjxjDL D 0;
while u.t/ for jxj  L C 1 is the unique solution of the Dirichlet problem in
R  fx W jxj  LC 1g
(3.3) ut t xu D 0; .u.0/; ut .0// D wjfjxjLC1g; ujjxjDLC1 D 0:
Remark 3.2. The values of the initial time derivative @twnjLjxjLC1 on fL 
jxj  LC 1g do not influence the limit.
PROOF: Fix T > 0. The energy estimate shows that un is bounded
in L1.Œ0; T 	ID/ and @tun is bounded in L1.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//. It suffices to show
that any weak-star limit point vanishes for L  jxj  LC1 and satisfies equations
(3.2) and (3.3).
Passing to a subsequence, we can suppose that un converges weak-star to v,
and @tu
n converges weak-star to @tv in L
1.Œ0; T 	ID/ and L1.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//,
respectively. The energy estimate implies that v D 0 for L  jxj  LC 1. That
is, v takes values in D0. Therefore vt D 0 for L  jxj  LC 1.
To identify the limit in fjxj  L C 1g where the lower-order terms vanish,
suppose that ' 2 C10 .Rt  R3x/ vanishes when jxj D L C 1 and t  T . An














.wn1'.0; x/  wn2@t'.0; x//dx;
where 'r denotes the radial derivative of '.
Since un is weakly convergent in L2.Œ0; T 	IH 1locfjxj  L C 1g/, its trace on
jxj D LC 1 converges weakly in L2.Œ0; T 	IL2.fjxj D LC 1g// to the trace of v.
On the other hand, since the limit v vanishes for L  jxj  LC 1, the trace of v




v.@2t x/' dt dx D
Z
jxjLC1
.w1'.0; x/  w2@t'.0; x//dx:
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This is the weak form of equation (3.2) with the Dirichlet boundary condition on
jxj D LC 1. Uniqueness for that problem shows that v is equal to the advertised
u on that set.
To identify the limit v in jxj  L, suppose that  2 C1.Rt  BL/ vanishes



























Passing to the limit in the first line is easy. On the other hand, we have shown
that the traces of un on fx W jxj D Lg tend to 0 weakly in L2.Œ0; T 	IL2.fjxj D






@2t x C q.t/ı.x/













This is the weak form of the initial boundary value problem (3.3) with Dirichlet
boundary conditions on fx W jxj D Lg. This uniquely determines the restriction
of v to BL as the solution of (3.3). 
Proposition 3.1 proves weak convergence in regions of space-time. The next
example shows that the sequence of solutions un.t/ need not converge weakly
for t fixed.
EXAMPLE If wn1 D 0 and wn2 D 1 on a neighborhood of the sphere fjxj D LC 12g
in the center of the barrier, then finite speed of propagation implies that on a space-
time neighborhood of ft D 0g  fjxj D LC 1
2
g, un.t; x/ D yn.t/ where yn is the










Then, yn.t/ D pn sin.t=pn/, dyn=dt D cos.t=pn/. Thus for typical n !
0, dyn.t/=dt does not converge weakly for t fixed.
The next corollary shows that one does have weak convergence in the comple-
ment of the barrier.
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COROLLARY 3.3 Suppose that n, wn, u, and un are as in Proposition 3.1. For
every fixed t > 0, the sequence .un.t/; @tun.t// converges weakly to .u.t/; @tu.t//
outside the barrier; that is, for every ˆ D .ˆ1; ˆ2/ 2 H with suppˆi \ fL <








! .u.t/; @tu.t//; ˆH :
PROOF: Since the un.t/ and unt .t/ are bounded in H , it suffices to prove the
assertion for ˆi 2 C10 .R3 n fL  jxj  LC 1g/ since such data are dense in the
desired ˆ. Estimate (3.1) implies that w1 vanishes for L  jxj  LC 1.



















The boundary terms on jxj D L and jxj D LC 1 vanish since suppˆ \ fx W L <
jxj < LC 1g D ¿.
Proposition 3.1 implies weak convergence of un in L2.Œ0; T 	ID/ and weak
convergence of unt in L
2.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3// to u and ut , respectively. The fundamen-




t ; ˆ/L2 dt D .unt .T /;ˆ/L2  .wn2 ; ˆ/L2 :















Since ˆ is supported outside the barrier, a similar integration by parts yields











Combining (3.4) and (3.5) shows that unt .T / converges weakly to ut .T / in
L2.R3 n fL  jxj  LC 1g/.
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Next
(3.6)
.rxun.T /;rxˆ/L2  .rxwn1 ;rˆ/L2





n; xˆ/L2 dt D 
Z T
0
.unt ; xˆ/L2 dt:
The same computation with un replaced by u yields
(3.7) .rxu.T /;rxˆ/L2 D .rxw1;rˆ/L2 
Z T
0
.ut ; xˆ/L2 dt:
In (3.6) use the weak convergence of unt in L
2.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3// and that of wn1
in D to find
lim
n!1.rxu
n.T /;rxˆ/L2 D .rxw1;rxˆ/L2 
Z T
0
.ut ; xˆ/L2 dt:
Comparing with (3.7) completes the proof of weak convergence. 
4 Weak Resolvent Convergence
Denote by S.t/ D U .t; 0/ the map from Cauchy data at time 0 to Cauchy
data at time t for the solutions of the wave equation with periodic potential V .
Next denote by S0.t/ the map from Cauchy data at time 0 to Cauchy data at time t
for the wave equation with time-independent potential b.x/. Finally, given w D
.w1; w2/ 2 H such that both components vanish on fx W L  jxj  L C 1g,
introduce the operator
D.t/w WD .u.t/; ut .t//;
where u is as in Proposition 3.1. More precisely,D.t/w D 0 for L  jxj  LC1,
and if D.t/w D .u.t/; @tu.t//, then u is the solution of the Dirichlet problems in
jxj  L and jxj  LC1, respectively, for @2t xCq.t/ı.x/ and @2t x . Notice
that for w with the properties above, if ´ … specD.t/, we have .D.t/´I /1w D
.g1; g2/, where g1 and g2 vanish for L  jxj  LC 1.
The operator S0.t/ is not defined in terms of U0.t/. Since b
.x/ is independent
of t , the operator S0.t/ is unitary in the -dependent norm k  k. More precisely,





k  k being the norm in H related to b.x/ defined in Section 3.
Therefore, for j´j > 1 we have
k.S0.t/  ´I /1k 
1
j´j  1:
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The time-dependent lower-order term q.t/ı.x/ is a bounded perturbation. There-
fore,
8T ; 9C; 8t 2 Œ0; T 	;  2 	0; 1	; ' 2 H; kS.t/'k  Ck'k;
with C > 0 depending on T > 0 but not on .
LEMMA 4.1 For each  > 0, T > 0, the operator S.T /  S0.T / 2 L.H/ is





k.S.t/  S0.t//wnk ! 0:
PROOF: Fix 0 <   1 and consider the solutions un and vn of the Cauchy
problems
.@2t x/un C V un D 0; .un; @tun/.0; x/ D wn;
.@2t x/vn C bvn D 0; .vn; @tvn/.0; x/ D wn:
Then .un  vn/ satisfies
.@2t Cb/.unvn/ D q.t/ı.x/un; .unvn/.0/ D @t .unvn/.0/ D 0:
The energy identity implies that for 0    T ,






ı@t .un  vn/ dt dx:
Proposition 3.1 implies that
un ! 0 weak-star in L1.Œ0; T 	ID/;
and
@t .un  vn/ ! 0 weak-star in L1.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//:
Since qı has compact spatial support, it follows that
qıun ! 0 strongly in L2.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//:
On the other hand,
@t .un  vn/ ! 0 weakly in L2.Œ0; T 	IL2.R3//;
and we deduce Z
R3
unq
ı@t .un  vn/dx ! 0 in L1.Œ0; T 	I C/:
This together with (4.1) completes the proof. 
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Then there exist 0 > 0 and C0 > 0 so that
(4.2) 8  2 	0; 0	; ´ 2 K; k.S.T /  ´I /1k  C0:
PROOF: In f´ 2 C W j´j  1g, the operators S.T /  ´I are compact pertur-
bations of the invertible operators S0.T /  ´I , both depending analytically on ´.
The analytic Fredholm theory implies that for each , .S.T /´I /1 has a mero-
morphic continuation in f´ 2 C W j´j > 1g.
If the proposition were false, there would exist n ! 0, ´n 2 K, and wn with
(4.3) kwnkn D 1; k.Sn.T /  ´nI /wnkn ! 0:
Both parts of (4.3) give strong control in the barrier. Passing to a subsequence, we
may suppose that wn converges weakly to a limit w in H and ´n ! ´ 2 K. As
in Proposition 3.1, we deduce that w D 0 for L  jxj  LC 1, and the definition
of D.T / given in the beginning of this section implies .D.T /  ´I /w D 0 for
L  jxj  LC 1.
We claim that .D.T /  ´I /w D 0 for every x. Corollary 3.3 implies that
Sn.T /wn converges weakly to D.T /w outside of the barrier, and the second ex-
pression in (4.3) yields
kSn.T /wn  ´nwnkn ! 0:
Passing to the limit n ! 1 shows thatD.T /w´w D 0 for x 2 R3 nfL  jxj 
LC 1g, and the claim is established.
Consequently, D.T /w D ´w for all x 2 R3. Since ´ is not in the spectrum of
D.T /, it follows that w D 0. Next
k.Sn.T /  ´I /wnkn D k.Sn0 .T /  ´I /wn C .Sn.T /  Sn0 .T //wnkn
 k.Sn0 .T /  ´I /wnkn C k.Sn.T /  Sn0 .T //wnkn :
Lemma 4.1 implies that the second summand tends to 0, so
k.Sn.T /  ´I /wnkn  .j´j  1/kwnkn C o.1/ D .j´j  1/C o.1/:
This contradicts (4.3) and therefore proves the proposition. 
Remark 4.3.
(i) It follows that for all ' and 0 <   0,




(4.4) k.S.T /  ´I /1kL.H/  Cp

:
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On the other hand, for ' vanishing in L  jxj  LC 1, we get
k.S.T /  ´I /1'kH  C0k'kH :
(ii) The compactness of the lower-order term is related to the fact that it does
not affect the leading-order terms in the propagation of singularities. On the neg-
ative side, this eliminates one possible strategy for amplification, and it prevents
us from using microlocal techniques. It is a key ingredient in the proofs of this
section.
PROPOSITION 4.4 Suppose that both components of ' 2 H vanish for L  jxj 
LC 1, and ´ 2 f´ 2 C W j´j > 1g satisfies









.T /  ´I /1' D .D.T /  ´I /1' weakly in H:
PROOF: Let
(4.5)   WD .S.T /  ´I /1':
Since k'k is bounded independently of , the resolvent estimate (4.2) implies that
uniformly in  we have
(4.6) k k D k.S.T /  ´I /1'k  C:
Since k kH  k k, every subsequence has a subsequence that is weakly
convergent. Denote by  the weak limit in H of such a weakly convergent sub-
sequence. Clearly,  vanishes for L  jxj  L C 1. It suffices to show that
 D .D.T /  ´I /1'.
Applying S.T /  ´I to (4.5), we find
.S.T /  ´I /  D ':
Since  vanishes for L  jxj  LC 1, an application of Corollary 3.3 shows that
S.T /  converges weekly to D.T / in D0  L2.R3 n fL  jxj  L C 1g/.
Thus passing to the limit  ! 0, we deduce
.D.T /  ´I / D ':
Therefore  D .D.T /  ´I /1' and the proof is complete. 
5 Main Theorem
Our construction in Section 2 shows that for r > 0 small enough the operator
Kı.T / with fixed ı > 0 has exactly one eigenvalue ´1 inside the disc Dr D f´ 2
C W j´  ´1j  rg with eigenfunction '. The next result is more precise than
Theorem 1.1 and Corollary 1.2.
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THEOREM 5.1 Suppose that  D f´ 2 C W j´  ´1j D r; j´j > 1g is a circle
disjoint from the spectrum of Kı.T / so that Kı.T / has exactly one eigenvalue ´1
in Dr . Then there exists an 0 so that for 0 <   0 the operator S.T / has an
eigenvalue in Dr . For the same values of , problem (1.1) with potential V .t; x/
has a resonance in Dr .
PROOF: IfKı.T /' D ´1', ' ¤ 0, it is clear that we can extend ' as 0 outside
BL and D.T /' D ´1'. First we prove that S.T / has an eigenvalue. If S.T /
has an eigenvalue on  , the assertion holds, so we suppose that S.T / has no
eigenvalues on  .
For j´j  1 we write
.D.T /  ´I /1' D f1.´/C f2.´/;
where f1.´/ 2 H vanishes outsideBL, while f2.´/ 2 H vanishes for jxj  LC1.
ApplyingD.T /´I , we deduce .D.T /´I /f2.´/ D 0, and since the propagator
of the Dirichlet problem in fx 2 R3 W jxj  LC 1g has no eigenvalues ´, j´j > 1,
we obtain f2.´/ D 0. Consequently,
.D.T /  ´I /1' D .Kı.T /  ´I /1' D f1.´/:
For ´ 2  , by analytic continuation we deduce
.D.T /  ´I /1' D .Kı.T /  ´I /1'I











.Kı.T /  ´I /1' d´ D ':
Since both components of ' vanish on fL  jxj  LC1g, we have weak resolvent
convergence from Proposition 4.4. Moreover,I

.'; .D.T /  ´I /1'/H d´ ¤ 0:





j.'; .S.T /  ´I /1'/H j  C:
Together with the weak convergence from Proposition 4.4, the dominated conver-





.'; .S.T /  ´I /1'/H d´ D
I

.'; .D.T /  ´I /1'/H d´ ¤ 0:




.'; .S.T /  ´I /1'/H d´ ¤ 0:
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Consequently, for these , the operator .S.T /  ´I /1 is not analytic in Dr .
Hence S.T / has an eigenvalue inside Dr .
Theorem 5.4.1 of [12] shows that every eigenvalue ´ ofU
.T; 0/with j´j > 1
is automatically a resonance for the problem (1.1) with V .t; x/. Moreover, the
algebraic multiplicities of the eigenvalue and the resonance are the same.
We give an independent proof of the weaker fact that there is a resonance in
Dr based on the second definition of resonances as the poles of the meromorphic
continuation of the cutoff resolvent given in Section 1.
Fix  so that 0 <   1 and (5.1) holds. Letˆ 2 C10 .R3/ be a cutoff function
such that ˆ.x/ D 1 for x 2 BL. ThenI

.ˆ'; .S.T /  ´I /1ˆ'/H d´ D
I

.';ˆ.S.T /  ´I /1ˆ'/H d´ ¤ 0:
Therefore the cutoff resolvent ˆ.S.T /  ´I /1ˆ is not analytic in Dr , which
proves the existence of a resonance in Dr . 
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